
Trust Gaming GXT 166 MMO Gaming Laser 
Mouse - Black
Laser gaming mouse with 18 programmable buttons designed for MMO games

Article number: 19816 
Barcode: 8713439198164 
GTIN: 08713439198164 

Core content

Brand Trust Gaming

Product type MMO Gaming Laser Mouse

Colour Black

Key features - 18 programmable buttons - Advanced software for programming buttons & macros - On-board memory for 5 

gaming profiles - Adjustable weights - Adjustable LED illumination color - DPI adjustable up to 16400 - Braided 

cable

Package contents - Laser mouse with built-in weights - Customizable weights - User’s guide - Gaming sticker

System requirements - PC / Laptop with USB port - Windows 10, 8, 7, Vista

Marketing

Extended retailer text The Trust GXT 166 MMO is the ultimate gaming mouse; Super-fast reaction time, extremely accurate, 

comfortable and easily to adjust to your own wishes. This mouse is especially designed for MMO-gaming 

featuring a total of 18 programmable buttons.

MMO-Gaming

Massive Multiplayer online games: MMO-gaming is extremely popular and demands specific requirements for 

your gaming hardware. At games such as League of Legends, World of Warcraft, The Elder Scrolls Online and 

Diablo 3, a lot of key combinations and commands are given. To ensure your victory it is important to have easy 

access to all of these commands. The GXT 166 MMO mouse gives access to more than 12 programmable buttons 

directly at your thumb, so you can quickly perform the required combinations leading you to the victory.
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18 Programmable Buttons

Next to the 12 programmable buttons at your thumb, there are 6 (standard) buttons at easy accessible places. This 

results in an enormous advantage over gamers who are only using a keyboard for complex commands. Instead of 

looking for the right key combination on your keyboard you can easily perform any command with the mouse 

without even looking at it.

The buttons at thumb panel on the side of the mouse are placed in slightly different angles, making sure you can 

find the right buttons intuitively.

Design

The sophisticated, well-designed gaming mouse features an ergonomic design, convenient placement of the 

buttons and the rubber sides provide a perfect grip while gaming. Additionally, the mouse features a LED 

backlighting which can be easily adjusted to any color you like using the included software. The nylon braided 

cable easily slides over your table and withstands intensive use.

16400 DPI Laser and Switchable DPI Settings

The extremely precise laser sensor in the mouse works on virtually any surface. In addition to that, with the DPI 

button you can easily switch the DPI settings between five different profiles for any situation while gaming. 

Furthermore, you can personalise these profiles with the included software.

Advanced Software

Next to the GXT166 MMO mouse, advanced software is included for personalising the gaming mouse fully to 

your desires. Saving your personal profiles on the internal memory allows you to play on any pc with your own 

settings, which is perfect for LAN-parties. On top of that, you can program successive key combinations with the 

advanced macro manager. For even lower response times, you can overclock the speed of your USB port (1000hz 

poling rate).

At the Trust website, you can read more about customisation possibilities. For example, you can have access to 

steadily updated customised gaming-profiles with the perfect button configurations for popular MMO-Games 

such as League of legends, World of Warcraft and The Elder Scrolls Online.

Specifications

Height of main product (in mm) 119 mm

Width of main product (in mm) 77 mm

Depth of main product (in mm) 39 mm

Ergonomic design true

Gliding pads teflon
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On-board memory true

Software true

Sensor model A9800

Polling rate 125/250/500/1000Hz

Tracking speed 150 ips

Sensor technology laser

DPI 50 16400

DPI range 50 - 16.400 dpi

Adjustable weights true

Controls left right dpi - fire

DPI button true

Grip type palm

Horizontal scrolling false

Macro programming true

Number of buttons 18

Programmable buttons true

Scroll wheel true

Suitable surface non-reflective flat surface

Trackball false
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Left-right handed use right-handed

Weights - number 8

Weights - size 2 g

Cable length main cable 180 cm

Connection type wired

Connector type USB

USB version 2.0

Designed for gaming true

Game type MMO MOBA RTS

LED colours adjustable yes

Lights true

Power source USB

Compatible Software Platforms Windows
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